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T he Sweet Potato in Oceania: A Reappraisal (Ballard,
et al., 2005) is a book that might not achieve the read

ership it deserves, even for Rapanuiphiles. Due to it eso
teric subject - and due to the fact that, at lea t at pre ent, it
is unavailable in bookstores or via Amazon.com. Acquisi
tion, therefore, require detennination. But the implication
contained in this book, especially Chapter 8 ("Sweet Potato
Production on Rapa ui" by Wallin, Stevenson, and Lade
foged) and, to a lesser extent, in Chapter 5 (Green), are po
tentially staggering. They provide, even in the ab ence of
defmitive evidence, a cogent explanation of not only the
role of the sweet potato (Ipomoea batatas) in Oceania and
on Easter Island but the likelihood of ub equent contact or
colonization on Ea ter Island, which i sometlllng that I
would think, however much it's been bandied about casu
ally, would surprise or entice most Rapanuiphiles and re
searchers. ot the idea, mind you, because that's been
around for a while, but the fact that bard evidence to sup
port this conclusion seems to be very nearly in band. After
all, as Steven on and Haoa (1999) said, " ... to date research
er have not been able to mu ter a large body of evidence
that demon trates repetitive and continuous contact between
Rapa Nui and locations to the west". With The Sweet Potato
in Oceania perhaps we're on the cusp of doing just that.

To ensure that Rapanuiphiles have a chance to grasp
the full meaning of the concept in the event they find it dif
ficult to obtain The Sweet Potato in Oceania, I've prepared
the following swnmary based both on the book itself and on
other texts, orne of which upport the book's conclu ion,
orne of which don't, but all of which contribute to what

might be the beginning of a revolution in thinking about
Rapa ui history. I realize orne of this will be intimately,
perhap even tediously, familiar and I hope that the reader
appreciates the attempt to present a more detailed account

of the fascinating discussion in this book, especially to
those less initiated into the arcane importance of the sweet
potato or who can't lay their hands on this possibly ground
breaking work.

Here how it play out...

1) Eastern Polynesians arrive on Easter I land c. 800
CE (give or take a century or two; Skj01 void 1994).1

2) The colonizers plant yams (Dioscorea alata L.)
fir t - a conclusion drawn from analysi of tratification
and oral historie, among other thing; e.g., Thorn on
(1891) Routledge (1919); Metraux (1940), Zizka (1991).
Flenley (1993), Stevenson (personal communication, 2007).
Wozniak (personal communication 2007) though orne
legends mention that the sweet potato came with the initial
colonizers (Metraux, 1940; Zizka 1991 in particular refer
ring to Hotu Matu'a but al 0 report from Roggeveen about
the yam). This is why one should always be cautious in
relying on legend when forming hypothe e .2

3) Though there is no mention of any general contact
with other islands, reciprocal or not, there i at least one
legend, according to Metraux (1940), of a man named Ko
teke "who was the guardian of the plants and eed" but
who had forgotten the andalwood and wa obliged to go
back to their homeland to retrieve it. There' no mention of
him returning, or how long the voyage took or what el e if
anything he returned with if he showed up again, but an
dalwood (Santalum Sp.3) does have a hi tory on Easter 1
land (Wozniak 2005). There's also another legend that tell
how Hotu Matu'a sent men back to their homeland to re
trieve a moai and they bungled the job by breaking the head
offi So the idea of departures/rom Easter I land after initial

I Since the jury i till out on new, controversial theories about later colonization, rat and climate having more to do with deforestation
than humans, and European being largely responsible for most of the Easter Islanders' ills I think it' afe to withhold judgment on
Hunt and Lipo (2006) and Hunt (2006 and 2007) at least for the time being, although Stevenson, who ha expres ed his own doubt
about the new settlement timeline hypothe is (personal communication, 2007), does make the interesting point that adopting the Hunt
and Lipo hypothesis reduce the need for explanation for why the sweet potato appears to have shown up later.

2 Thorn on (1891) refer to the legend of the origin of the i landers and mentions that he wa told they first landed on Motu ui before
heading to'Anakena. ow, eriou ly, why would they top at a tiny islet onto which it i difficult and dangerou to land when within a
mile' reach, Easter I land beckons peacefully? The legend doe n't say but it doe make one wonder about the plausibility of the tory.
Another island legend refer to the oul of a man named Hau Maka visiting the i land on a scouting expedition of sorts then returning
to Hotu Matu'a to inform him that he had found a good place for his party to go. Yet Thomson ays Hotu Matu'a was the discoverer of
the islands while Metraux (1940), ironically citing Thomson says Hotu Matu'a "arrived two months after the fir t explorers". And
these first explorers, sans Hotu Matu'a would be, according to another legend [Englert 2002], seven (or six) youths who went to the
island to reconnoiter. While it's not clear who was fir t or what they brought, at the very least there is consi tency in the idea that yam
were brought by the colonizer and were among t the first crops planted on the i land. And what about Thomson's report that "the
native traditions agree in the statement that the di coverer of the island found it destitute of trees and all vegetation except gra e and
a creeping vine..."? If nothing else, this reveals how the then-contemporary Ea ter Islanders had incorporated their current state (the
treeless island of the 19th century) with legend of the past. With so many incon i tencie , to rely on oral history at all seems only
remotely useful.

J "But [it wa ] not found on Rapa ui during [the] historic period" (Wozniak 2005).
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colonization at least appears in oral histories even if we
have no other evidence of this.

4) Somewhere between 200 and 400 years later,
sweet potatoes show up on Easter Island (Wallin et at.
2005) which we know from both stratigraphy and radiocar
bon dating, the latter being the means by which Hather and
Kirch (1991) first introduced knowledge of the sweet potato
in Polynesia - in Mangaia. All this, of course, indicates that
the sweet potato, an undeniably South American plant,
made its way into Polynesia - and, with its appearance on
Easter Island, this further indicates that the sweet potato
spread across the Pacific (and not, as some would believe,
by humans from South America directly to Easter Island - a
notion lacking evidence).

5) But was it possible the sweet potato was planted on
Easter Island from the beginning and simply didn't appear
in its agricultural history until much later? When asked
about tbis, Stevenson (personal communication, 2007) said
that the evidence presented in Chapter 8 wasn't so much
proof that the sweet potato wasn't being cultivated or con
sumed - only that evidence to explain this simply hadn't
been found or that the evidence for it based on dating
"tended to be late" in Easter Island history. Wallin et at.
(2005) also states that "long-term emphasis on settlement
survey and the excavation of ahu has resulted in the recov
ery of few archaeological specimens of sweet potato tuber"
and "of the specimens that have been recovered, no dates
have been determined directly from charred tuber ". Thi
doesn't tell u about when the sweet potato arrived, only
possibly when it was being cultivated. Stevenson goes on to
observe that, to his knowledge, no one has looked for sweet
potato pollen in this context. This would seem to be sub
stantiated by Haberle and Atkin (2005) who note that,
"Despite the dominance of sweet potato ... in many agricul
tural systems throughout the Pacific, there is no direct evi
dence for this root crop in the fossil pollen record. This has
frustrated attempts to construct detailed chronologies of
first appearance and rates of disper al of sweet potato
across the region". However, recent research by Horrocks
and Wozniak (in press) indicates that "Cultivation of sweet
potato appears equally extensive" at her study site on Easter
Island ... "although its apparent absence from the sample
below the macroscopic charcoal horizon ... suggests that it
was grown later than yam at that site". How much later is
uncertain (Wozniak, personal communication, 2007). More
over, Cummings (1996) reported "a few fragments of a
large ... pollen grain that, while not identifiable, could pos
sibly be identified as a very deteriorated Ipomoea balalas
(sweet potato)". Nevertheless, we're still left with frag
ments of hypotheses about when the sweet potato was on
Easter Island.

Why would this be? There is some mention by Lang
don (1995) that the sweet potato "...seems never to have
been of much importance for the Polynesians of the Mar-

quesas Islands ... because they preferred their own foods or
because conditions did not favor its growth", so maybe this
has something to do with it. On the other hand, Flenley
(1993) says there had been time for the sweet potato to be
introduced in the Marquesas and then to be discarded and
used only as a starvation food. M6traux also refers to it as a
"famine" food. But where was it? Was it being cultivated in
such small amounts or in such small areas on Easter Island
that we haven't found earlier evidence of it yet? It's not like
the sweet potato can be stored. Or can it? Bourke (2005)
notes that "there is flexibility in the period of tuber harvest
[of the sweet potato] in that tubers can be stored on the
plant (underground) and harvested as needed", though the
length of time available for this is not stated. And Yen
(1974) talks about the longevity of sweet potato seed being
unknown but tests of 5-year-old seed in a plant-breeding
program showed germination. Thomson (1891) mentions
that after the initial arrival on Easter Island, "All the plants
landed from the canoes were appropriated for seed, and the
people immediately began the cultivation of the ground".
Unfortunately, he doesn't say what kind of seed, though he
does give us a time-line thereafter: The first Rapanui sub
sisted for three months on fish, turtle, and the "nuts of a
creeping-plant found growing along the ground". Then,
following a "lapse" of a "number of unrecorded years, dur
ing which the island had been made to produce an abun
dance of food, and the people had increased and multiplied
in numbers".

6) If the sweet potato wasn't on Easter Island from
the beginning, it had to appear later, but how? Green (2005)
tells us we can reliably stand by Yen when the latter say
"the role of birds in carrying the kumara from South Amer
ica to Polynesia cannot be proposed eriously at this stage",
nor has Yen's position changed on this. Nevertheless, there
are only a few options to consider when it comes to how the
sweet potato got to Easter Island: a) by humans; b) by birds;
or c) by seeds on driftwood.

The human method is the most likely but presents
problems, or at least challenges us to re-think the timeline
and our understanding of Easter Island prehistory relative to
contact with other islands. It's not a question of the sweet
potato's origin but how it got to Easter Island. As Ballard
(2005) points out, "The hypothesis of an American origin
for the sweet potato had been advanced as early as 1886 by
de Candolle ... and consensus on the matter had been
reached long before [Yen in] 1974 although, as recently as
the 1950s, the botanist Elmer Drew Merrill ... was still
speculating mischievously on the possibility of an ultimate
origin in Africa". It bas been reiterated by Wallin (1999) in
examining some earlier conclusions of Hather and Kirch
(1991) about finds of prehistoric sweet potatoes in Mangaia
vis-a-vis the "presence of Ipomoea balalas in central east
Polynesia around A.D. 1000" as well as "issues of cultural
contact between the coast of South America and the Polyne-
ian islands". So Hatber and Kirch, and I dare say probably

the rest of us, rightly conclude "the most likely transferors
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The driftwood method is the least likely of all, as it
would entail not only the same limitations due to imperme
ability of the eeds but the arrival of the seeds in coa tal
areas would put them at a competitive disad antage relative
to other plant that have exploited those region to ay
nothing of the fact that one would expect it to be nece ary
for a more than a small handful of seeds to arrive for propa
gation to be po ible and how or why a piece of driftwood
could pick up eed like thi i hard to explain. The eed
do not float, 0 drifting on their own is out of the que tion.

But accepting even for a moment that the seed
reached the island through either birds or adrift on a piece
of wood, it might have taken a while for their propagation
to become part of the agricultural cycle on the i land.
Whether it would ha e taken several hundred year i an
other question, though owing to the uncooperative nature of
sweet potato seeds and the failure to achieve reliable dates,
almo t anything is possible. Bulmer (1966) notes that the
peoples of the Pacific are "observant botani ts and garden
ers who might quite plausibly be expected to take ad antage
of a new plant with potentially edible leaves or tuber
hould it appear in or near their cultivation ".

7) If the weet potato were planted from the begin
ning and we ju t haven't been able to pro e it, we can at
lea t interpret it late u age as a ign of either a sea change
in agricultural practices the di covery of a new, edible plant
(the Easter Island sweet potato is con idered by many to be
amongst the most delicious varietie ), or the udden need
for large amounts of food - due to population demands
(hence M6traux' "famine food" reference) or, ince the
arrival of the weet potato in the agricultural record al 0

coincides with the height of the moai- and ahu-building
stages on the island (a currently believed; Wallin, et aI.,
2005), the Easter Islanders found a food that could provide
them with the energy to carry out their Herculean stone
work. In 1998 Green reported that, " ...while the Easter I 
land sequence does not require the presence of the wee!
potato in its crop regime at the time of e tablished settle
ment, it does eem to require it to be pre ent ome centurie
after that event, and well before L200 A.D." And Green
(2005) ha n't changed hi mind in the intervening seven
years, a he note that the period around 1100 CE is the one
that Yen (1974) originally nominated for a necessary ap
pearance of the weet potato in the Rapa ui sequence to
support the bur t of monumental construction .

Mieth and Bork (2004) add a unique twist when they
observe the "coincidence in time it elf between the end of
woodland clearing, the origin of extremely labor-inten ive
horticultural tone practices and the final phase of moai
production at the turn of the 15th to the 16th century', ug
gesting a "cau al relation hip between eco ystem, land

... unless one remembers that there is a sizable
crater lake with muddy margins on Easter. The
large percentage of barbed or hairy eeds likely
to have been brought in feather seem related to
the dry conditions - e pecially gras lands.
Easter also has a rather high proportion of drift
flora species. This would be expected for a rela
tively low, remote i land. The low proportion of
fruits attractive to seed-eating birds betokens the
dry ecology of the i land. The low number of air
dispersed seed may be attributed primarily to
remoteness, secondarily to dryne s.

would have been the seafaring Polynesians, on a voyage of
exploration to South America and return". But in the next
sequence they add: "This opinion cannot be unequivocally
determined on present archaeological evidence".

But, at any rate, the di tribution method by bird re
quire an extraordinary set of circumstances to bring about.
The bird would have to eat the sweet potato cap ule4 or eat
an animal that had eaten a sweet potato cap ule or the eed
them elves, or would have had to carry the eed in their
feathers or feet (BuLmer 1966). First we have to deal with
the problem of bird tran porting seed . Even with Yen's
clearly reliable declarations, there has been much discus
sion about the role of bird in plant dispersal. A Carlqui t
(1967) ob erved, Ea ter Island ha or at lea t had nearly a
quarter of its birds arriving with mud on their feet. "Thi
would eem quite unlikely for a low dry island", he ays,

Going back to Yen, we can't escape what he describes
as "the lack of evidence of migration of land bird acro
the tropical Pacific from South America" and thi is rele
vant because the land birds are more likely than sea bird to
con ume the sweet potato capsules or seed or animal that
have eaten either. And if the sea birds, which are capable of
traversing the great distances from, ay, Chile to Ea ter I 
land, are Ie s likely to consume the sweet potato cap ule or
seeds or animals that have eaten either, it renders the point
moot.

When it comes to the eed, the e tran port method
aren't unheard of but their distribution onto Ea ter I land
presents a different set of problems. They are 0 tough that
commercial exploitation of weet potato seed require ul
phuric acid (which i why having them pass through the
digestive tract of a bird would be more convenient than
having the eed carried in feathers or in muddy feet and
dropped onto fields). However, owing again to the seeds'
impermeability, it would not be enough for them to simply
fall onto the ground and prout. They would have to be cul
tivated and there i n't much evidence that ancient Ea ter
I landers dealt with the sweet potato by way of eed (Yen
1974).

4 According to Bulmer (1966), the weet potato it elf is really a capsule containing one to four seeds. When the ceds are ripe, the cap ule
i u ele s as a ource of nutriment, so the capsule would have to be wallowed whole for the ake of the seed they contain or the eeds
would have to be picked oul or dropped seeds would have to be picked up on the ground. Ripe eed are black, about 3 mm (0.12 in.)
in size, and weigh up to 15 mg (1.5 grain ).
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ADDENDUM

I land, and Cook I land area i accurate, it trongly ug
ge t "periodic interaction with external voyager resulted
in the introduction" of the weet potato and a a re ult, dry
land fanning of tuber crop became the staple commodity
of the i land population. It was this environmental context
that constrained the trategic option for chiefly political
control.

Steven on and Haoa (1999) conclude that thi cour e
of event, including the "decline in chiefly right to land
owner hip, warfare, and difficultie with re ource utiliza
tion", i similar to event on the islands of Mangaia and the
Marquesa , where "condition of high population density in
an over-intensified and degraded environment led to a pat
tern of extreme competition" (Friedman 1982). Why
houldn't we expect this arne po ibility for Ea ter I land?

And chiefly rights to land owner hip, warfare, and difficul
ties with resource utilization are hardly unfamiliar in the
repertoire of Easter I land studie . A Neil A her Silberman
wrote in Archaeology. Easter Island' fallen idols are not
unique; examples date to the 14th century BeE (and no
doubt before); and each case marked the beginning of a
proce s "by which the way was violently cleared for new
economic sy terns, political ideologie , and religiou be
liefs". More importantly, if the e peculations tum out to be
true, we may have a new kind of Ea ter I land to tudy and
fllld ourselves one tep closer to having more answer
rather than question .

8) So that takes us back to the likely explanation 
humans introduced the weet potato, it took root, and gave
ri e to or at least augmented the great stone culture for
which Ea ter Island is famous. Why we have had no defini
tive evidence of any other contact with other islands or why
even i land legends lack abundant references to reciprocal
voyage is difficult to explain. If anything, what we have to
work with tends to lead u in the oppo ite direction: Ex
treme isolation may have demoralized the islanders (there'
a legend reported by Englert [2002] about a belief that is
land from the homeland had all sunk). Perhaps deforesta
tion eventually kept them from being able to leave becau e
they couldn't build vessels capable of long sea voyages
anymore5

. But that doe n't mean others didn't visit Easter
I land and, along the way, dropped off the sweet potato and
aid, "give it a try". This would have happened so much

later in the island's time frame that it might simply have
e caped mention in any of the oral histories, or at lea t
those that survived the slave raid of the 19th century.

Put a simply as possible, then, if humans brought the
weet potato and it wasn't planted on the island from the

beginning, it means further contact or colonization had to
occur. Period. The implication for this are staggering in so
far as it rai e all sort of que tion about the Easter Island
er ' ability to travel away from the i land; did they just re
ceive visitors (and, if 0, who and from where?) or did any
Rapanui leave with visitor to Polyne ian place elsewhere?

And none of thi ha even begun to touch on the im
plication of the role of the weet potato in Ea ter I land'
whole cultural, political, and religiou power structure. A
Steven on and Haoa (1999) noted, if the radiocarbon dating
of the weet potato introduction to the Marquesas, Society

management and cultural change or even di ruption" (more
on that below).

A remaining question is why the i landers wouldn't
have cultivated the plant earlier if it were tasty, easy to
grow, and highly nutritiou - unle it wasn't on the island
at that time. Or maybe they didn't know about its advan
tage , which i hard to believe. The weet potato has many
advantage over the older crop of taro and yam: It can be
grown under a wider range of temperature, rainfall, and oil
conditions and at altitude 500 meter (1,640 feet) higher
than taro and 800 meter (2,625 feet) higher than yarn;
yield are higher than for taro even with high soil fertility;
and it produce an acceptable yield with intensified land use
if the crop period is extended and the fallow period is hort
ened in response to population increase (which relate well
to continuing discussions about over-population and re-
ource-depletion leading to collapse on the island). Also, in

compari on to the yam, the sweet potato can be planted at
any time of the year (the yam must be planted seasonally)
and by way of the vine instead of having to use the yam's
tuber (Leach, 2005).

Since the completion of thi paper, new research has
come to light on the subject of distribution of the weet
potato and it seem appropriate to mention it, even though it
doe n't necessarily ignificantly change the cenario en i-
ioned or discussed above.

The fir t i a work in pre by Horrocks and Wozniak,
due out this year in the Journal ofArchaeological Science
"Plant Microfossil Analy is Reveal Disturbed Forest and a
Mixed-Crop, Dryland Production System at Te Niu, Easter
Island". Therein the authors evaluate the presence of pollen
of yam, weet potato, and taro, with their main excavation
ite being Te Niu on the northwest coa t Of the i land). They

report that, in 1998, pollen of the weet potato was identi
fied through analy i by Cumming and that, for the fir t
500 year of occupation, cultivation wa carried out within
0.62 to 1.25 miles (1 to 2 kilometer) of the coa t. After
1500, however, much of the remaining forest was replaced
by gardens.

Research at Te iu revealed ' larger starch grains, up
to 25 !-lm in diameter, ovate to ub-triangular, often bell-
haped, with a vacuole (often fi ured) at the central hilum,

and one domed surface and everal flattened pre ure fac
et , present as individual or den ely packed ( everal dozen
grain ) in ovate cell membrane , con istent with root of the

5 We know from the examination of midden ite that fi hing practice changed over time from deep ea to more coa tal area, sugge ting
the Ea ter I landers gradually stopped venturing deeper into the ocean, although why is Ilot certain (Flenley and Bahn, 2003; Skj01 
void 1994)
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weet potato." Horrocks and Wozniak acknowledge that
lack of pollen of yam, sweet potato, and taro in their sam
ples is not unexpected. "The common yam (Dioscorea
alata) ha small indistinct pollen grains that appear delicate
and crumpled, and if preserved could be difficult to identify
unequivocally unless present in abundance'. By contra t,
taro pollen grains are larger, distinctive, and although occa
sionally identified in sediment cores, thi specie rarely
flowers in Polyne ia - and while the sweet potato aloha
large and distinctive pollen grains, it is rarely found in ar
chaeological deposits, so identifications of this pollen type
are uncommon.

Although Horrocks and Wozniak acknowledge that,
while the current stage of the extent of differential tarch
preservation among specie is unknown, the very high per
centage of yam starch sugge t that thi wa the most inten
sively cultivated tarch crop in the Te Niu area and rein
forces the idea that the yam was among the premier cultiva
tions the island.

The econd new research is a pre-print by Alvaro
Montenegro, et af., to appear also this year in the Journal of
Archaeological Science - "Modelling the Prehi toric Arri
val of the Sweet Potato in Polynesia" - in which the authors
discuss the possibility of the sweet potato's arrival via drift
journeys. While, a mentioned previou Iy, the eed of the
weet potato don't float, the capsules are buoyant. Although

Purseglove (1965) propo ed that the sweet potato may have
been introduced into Polyne ia by capsules that drifted
across the Pacific, the author of this report also note that
Sauer (1993) argued that it is not likely that seed capsules
could survive for long in the surf zone along a beach. The
seeds could become established in a tidal estuary or could
have been collected by i landers, but the author also ac
knowledge that they could fmd no information on how long
cap ule can remain in alt or fresh water before affecting
seed viability and therefore cannot estimate how long they
could stay afloat and survive. Unless, of course, the sweet
potato seeds, seed pod , or tubers could have rafted to Poly
nesia on mats of floating debris.

And that's just what Montenegro et al. te ted in their
modeling. In their simulation, sweet potato eed pods that
tarted off along the South American coa t were predicted

to rea onably hit different i land groups, with the best
chance of landing on the Marquesas. A co-author Monte
negro says, "Among the three most likely targets that get
hit, two are within the area where people believe the crop
was introduced". But the trip took at least four months and
not even coconuts have managed to urvive that long adrift
in the ocean. More likely for this scheme to work say the
team of re earchers, a loaded vessel was blown out to sea
and landed on the islands, which could take as little a 90
days. Montenegro points out that in 2005-2006, a fishing
boat from Mexico wa swept to the Marshall Islands - just
as their model predicts. Although there is reasonable doubt
about the possibility of drift introduction, there is the unde
niable pos ibility that pods drifting not by themselves but
attached to raft of floating debris could protect the pods
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from the effects of salt water and till contain viable seeds
when arriving at the i lands. Citing Carlquist (1981), the
authors note that tran port by rafting of species not adapted
to oceanic dispersal is believed to be nevertheless responsi
ble for the introduction of about 8% of Hawaiian flowering
plant.

In conclu ion, the authors state that, "Even if weet
potato seeds could remain viable after the cro ing, there is
no guarantee that colonization of the plant would take
place. Still, it is intriguing that hits to the Marquesas and
Tuamotu, perceived a likely arrival sites for the sweet po
tato, show, by far, the highest percentages of occurrence
among Polyne ian targets".
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